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personal statement

She is interested in the careful organization and interior spaces.
After studied studio art and business management in college,
she continued her education through a masters of design degree
in Interior Architecture Department in RISD.
The concentration she studied is exhibition and narrative environment (EnE).
As a spacial designer, she always enjoy in finding the balance of the sensible and rational as well as an awareness of
reasonable contrasts.
She creatively re-designs spaces with the fundamental goal of increasing the happiness of humans in the diverse places
they occupy.
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ex·hi·bi·tion
a public display of works of art or items of interest, held in an art gallery or museum or at a trade fair.

ma·te·ri·al·i·ty

preface

the quality or character of being material or composed of matter.

The physical things in museums and galleries continue to comprise one element in a composite,
but rather than being part of an object-information package they exist within an object-subject interaction.
This is the interaction between inanimate, physical thing and conscious person,
and constitutes the moments in which a material thing is perceived and sensorially experienced.

SANDRA DUDLEY

attachment
attachment is a deep and enduring emotional bond that connects one person to another across time and space
(Ainsworth, 1973; Bowlby, 1969).

pair
a set of two things used together or regarded as a unit.
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abstract

thesis

s tat e me n t

WHAT ARE THE FACTORS THAT DIFFERENTIATE THE MUSEUM NESTIMABLE EXHIBITS FROM DAILY EXCHANGED OBJECTS?

HOW THE MATERIAL VALUE INFLUECES THE TRANSITION FROM DESIGN OBJECTS TO EXHIBIT COLLECTION?

What is the interaction material culture and the monetary value of

together in the exhibition space. There is a clear relationship drawn

museum objects through by highlighting the opposite sides of exhibited

between each museum love token and an accompanying commercial

objects’ value and design commodities’ commercial value, an exhibition

product.

aims to question and confuse the traditional understanding and
distinction between museum objects and design commercial objects.

The site is the TWA terminal by Eero Saarinen at JFK Airport in New

Corporate museums serve as the reference for this discussion because

York City. It is re-programmed as a hotel associated with JetBlue Airline.

they represent a hybrid of a traditional museum whose exhibited objects

The new display and floor lighting system tries to respect the original

are also commercial products collected for their material worth. The

interior structure. In order to interpret the architecture more, the new

exhibition space mixes traditional museum objects with retail design

design highlights the existing structure for the visitors as a leading guide.

merchandise in order to encourage visitors to discuss the meaning of

Separation between loved ones happens often at airports, making this

material value, while they question whether they are in a traditional

the perfect setting. Visitors have the ability to purchase some memorable

exhibition or in a retail design store.

objects in order to share and maintain the relationship during separation.
Audiences would experience the circulation by the lighting system on

All the objects in this exhibit are love tokens. From a curatorial

the floor, which highlighting the interior structure and the exhibits. The

perspective, finalizing museum collections of pair love tokens and

showcases are combining with the ground lighting system, and they are

romantic pair merchandise catalogues. The collection contains museum

design in red, which can directly catch audiences’ attentions. In the end of

objects (not for sale, represented as E) to match with commercial

the circulation, the strongness of commercial atmosphere would come up.

products (for sale, represented as M) which will be coupled and displayed
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s i t e a n a ly s i s
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introduction & history
Significance
The TWA Flight Center at JFK Airport, opened in May 1962, is a significant

hat kept flight information up to date, the technology of the TWA Terminal

the sky overhead. The low wings that extend from the vaulted portion of the

1962 only the south Flight Wing #2was complete. The larger Flight Wing #1,

example of mid-20th century modern architecture, engineering and

has helped define airline terminals as we know them today.

terminal, curved in plan, with their concave walls extending as cantilevered

sized to accommodate the new Boeing 747 jumbo jet, was opened in 1970.

airline terminal planning. A masterpiece of expressionist architecture, it

canopies to shelter passengers at curbside, echo the forms of the main

Subsequent additions include a roadway canopy, a series of baggage tunnels

was designed by Eero Saarinen, one of the preeminent architects of mid-

portion of the terminal and relate to the curving service road. The elevated

and conveyors, extensions to the two wings, and a baggage handling building.

and gently arched concrete walkways leading to the flight wing structures are

With the exception of the completion of Flight Wing #1, all of these spaces are

unusual in their windowless tubular form and served a function uncommon at

unexceptional.

century modernism in America, as a direct rebuttal to the abstracted
rectilinear forms of the International Style which dominated corporate

Eero Saarinen

American architecture in the 1950s. The Terminal was a carefully

Eero Saarinen ( 1910-1961) designed a number of important works of

considered response to the conditions at New York International Airport

the post-World War Ⅱ modern era. The TWA terminal was the ultimate

(now JFK), specifically the Terminal City master plan adopted by the Port

expression of Saarinen’s facility with thin-shell concrete construction as

of New York Authority (PA) in 1955. Its use of satellite passenger loading

well his “systems approach” to design, whereby he carefully analyzed each

areas was on influential innovation in airport terminal design. Linked to the

design problem and tried to find a unique form and structure to express

historical development of JFK Airport, the history of the TWA Company,

his concept architecturally. The Terminal was meant not only to satisfy the

and airport design, the TWA terminal has made a significant contribution

practical programmatic requirements of the clients, but to visually "interpret

to the history of American air travel.

the sensation of flying" and to "be experienced as a place of movement

the time but soon typical in airport terminals. When the terminal opened in

and transition." Saarinen achieved his goal through a design process of
utilizing carefully developed physical models, resulting in a complex set of

Historical background

construction documents.

Trans World Airlines was given the opportunity to construct a Flight Center
as a result of a bold decision made in 1954 by the Port Authority of New
York to develop ldlewild (New York International) Airport with each major
American airline providing the design for their individual airline terminals.
Trans World Airlines selected Eero Saarinen and Associates (Eero Saarinen
and Kevin Roche, principal designers) to develop their showpiece. In
addition to wanting a building which would "represent a daring departure
from conventional air terminal concepts", the airline wanted to continue its
reputation as being on the cutting edge of aviation by incorporating the
latest innovations in airport technology. The TWA Terminal is nationally
significant in the history of terminal design because it integrated many
of these innovations and as a result has greatly influenced contemporary
airports. From the very form of the terminal-the now common "satellite
“plan where aircraft qates are clustered around structures built on the
runway ramps away from the terminal -to equipment such as jetways,
baggage carousels, electronically controlled doors, and huge Solari boards
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Design of terminal
The signature view of the landside elevation captures the sweeping and
expressive concrete forms Saarinen conceived. The complex and dramatic
concrete roof system, with its curving shells, supported by expressively
canted piers that swoop up into pointed, wing-like forms symbolizing
flight, was unprecedented. Working with the structural engineering firm of
Ammann and Whitney, the team developed a thin-shell concrete structure
of extraordinary grace and lightness. The continuous flow of forms from
exterior to interior, combined with the glazed wall and wide-open views
onto the runway inextricably linked the building to its surroundings, and
to the experience of air travel. Indeed, the interiors of the TWA Terminal
reflect the same swooping forms and feeling of dynamic motion as the
exterior and present a series of subtly changing forms and patterns as the
visitor passes through the interior. The four shells of the roof arc gracefully
overhead, separated by four narrow strips of skylights, allowing views to
12

DIFFERENT VIEW

original terminal plan

new program
At the center of the TWA Hotel is Eero Saarinen’s iconic TWA Flight Center,
where restaurants, bars and retail outlets will take flight. Two hotel wings,
designed to reflect and defer to the landmark TWA Flight Center, sit behind
the historic building and contain 512 guestrooms with views of JFK’s runways
and the TWA Flight Center.
1 Flight tub es to JetBlue Terminal 5 made famous by the 2002 film Catch Me If You Can
2 512 hotel guestrooms
3 50,000-square-foot event and conference center that can host up to 1,600 people
4 200,000-square-foot heart of the hotel with retail outlets, restaurants and bars
5 10,000-square-foot fitness facility
6 AirTrain to JFK terminals
7 4,000 parking spaces
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curatorial statement

love attachment therapy
Pair objects for two attached people

curatorial

LOVE TOKEN as the theme is my curatorial choice.
Researching museum collections of love tokens and romantic design merchandise catalogues,
I selected 7 museum objects (not for sale, represented as E)
to match with 10 design products (for sale, represented as M)
they will be coupled and displayed together in the exhibition space.

1: Concave-convex
2: 0.5+0.5＞1
3: Pairs matter
4: pink love

21

E:EXHIBITS
M:MERCHANDISE (PRODUCTS)
P:PARTICIPATORY ELEMENTS
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1
0.5+0.5

＞

E1.1

M1.1

Don’t forget me sliver clothes hook

ALESSI Toothbrush

CHINA

$30

3.7cm*1.8cm

Holly Lewis

Han dynasty

April 2014

Founded in the Han Tomb of Yunyun Mountain in Jiangsu Province. The owner of the tomb is Liu Fei,a son of Han

A love gift for couples to celebrate a small moment in the relationship.For this i decided to look

Jing king. This silver belt hook is probably a sentimental love token that Liu Fei gave his wife.

at the gesture of being given a toothbrush for his or hers appartments.Myresearch showed that

Pairs matter

CONCAVE-CONVEX

·

E3.1

M3.1

Engagement ring

Give u my heart ring reveals your inner

AUSTRIA

$68

Archduke Maximilian

inno.park from hong kongApril

1477

S 15.9mm / M 17.2mm / L 18.5mm

The custom of giving a diamond ring as a promise of marriage is said to have started in 1477, when Archduke

Whether for friends or partners, show your affections with the ' Give U My Heart'

Maximillian of Austria presented Mary of Burgundy with a diamond ring. This sparked a craze for diamond

ring by Hong Kong's inno. park design studio. Two well-placed cuts cleverly transform the

further down the line even elderly couples appreciated the gesture as a small love gift.

engagement rings amongst the wealthy and, in particular, royalty, which continues to this day.

continuity of a sterling silver band into a small heart shape inset.

E1.2

M1.2

E3.2

M3.2

White Jade

Mandorla pair Rings

Sending a kiss

Ripple espresso cups – set of 2

CHINA

$220

7.6cm*1.8cm

DIMITRIS BITHIMITRIS

Daniel Sher

bilge nur saltik from turkey

Qing dynasty

Oct 23, 2015

Aug, 2014

S 15.9mm / M 17.2mm / L 18.5mm

The poem on the jade is wrote by the Qianlong Emperor, reminding himself not to be trapped by love. It is said

The Mandorla pair Rings is an innovative industrial design project based on the ten principles of good design which

Sending a kiss is activated by wind. on the sending side, there a small microphone inside a flower'. the synthetic

Ripple espresso cups revisiting geometry and textures on a small scale. Inspired by old Greek Doric columns,

that the white jade and the ring are the love witnesses of Emperor Qianlong the queen Fucha. The Emperor

expand our sensation and our perception. The Mandorla pair Rings includes different series of pairs, which represent,

plant is protected by a glass bell with a small tube, that allows only intentional breaths to reach it. when the

Ripple espresso cups stackable to occupy less shelf space.

Qianlong once wrote "Sorrowful Fu", which shows that they have deep love.

symbolize and express the special relations, desires and feelings of two people, characterizing and describing as

microphone senses someone is blowing into it,a signal is sent to a small motor that moves the wings of a

concept the first empathy and emotion relationships rings in jewelry

butterfly on the receiving side

E1.2

M2.1

Love with eye tracking technology

Embrace love

Nina Azzarello I

$99

designboom

Wenbing Gu

Oct 31, 2014

Aug 31, 2008

$40

E3.3
African love birds

M3.3
Architectural twisted structure
necklace for her and him
$109

Unknown

Radian Jewelry
Germany

Cubetwist is a 3D printed collection of metal pendants. Due totwisting and bending a strongly cubic shape, the
A project which brings tangibility to a lover's glance-one of the most personal, palpable, and sought after human

A symbol of love. The two jewelers combine the shape of love. to tell that love should be the thing of each other, and

A one time offer to purchase these two lapidolite "Love Birds"sculptures.

pieces gain a soft gradient.A reflection along the edges of the metal is visible from any direction while viewing.

sensations.

need the two lover to protect and embrace it

Hand carved from purple, semi precious Lapidolite stone, which is both delightful to look at and to touch. Unlike

Geometric and subtle shapes united to eye-catching statement pieces.

other forms of sculpture it is unique since the patterns in the stone cannot be replicated.
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Damien Hirst
2015
h 30 x w 29 x d 7.5 cm
Polyurethane resin with ink pigment. edition of 14. numbered, signed and dated in the
cast. Pop-up exhibit about love.

M4.1

M4.2

Pilli love

Ribbon chair expresses

$800

$200

Pascalina Design Studio

Qeeboo From Italy

55 cm x h 45 cm

505 x 458 x h. 835 mm

Pilli Love is a small puff in the shape of an ecstasy pill. By taking the pill out of its context and making a puff of it, it

The Ribbon Chair is the object that expresses the female language of Nika Zupanc with a strong and essential icon. In

becomes functional. It looks cute and no longer harmful. When sitting on it one gets confronted with the taboo.I stand

black, white, pink and the new gold version the Ribbon Chair is an object which identity expresses feeling and empathy

still with the taboo and the fact that many people use ecstasy in our society.

selecting immediately its own audience. The ribbon is graceful and astonishing, an expression of a gift or an event.
Nika has done it herself and proposed to everyone.

M4.3

M4.4

Baby rabbit chair

Pastel daisy lamp

$120

$80

qeeboo from italy

Qeeboo From Italy

262 x 453 x H 527 mm

142 x 120 x H 195 mm

The idea of the rabbit comes from the connection between its silhouette and the sihouette of a chair, where the

Planted one day by a flirtatious fairy,' Daisy' turns its most radiant love-awakening spotlight on you. The ' loves me,

rabbit's earsbecome seat back. It has two variations, for adults and for kids, so that young and old can sit down and

loves me not'rendezvous is now transformed into an egalitarian highlighter putting the sparkle back in the crowd's

enjoy the comfort of the rabbit. There is also a third version that can illuminated, functioning as a lamp.

covetous eye.

Participatory elements

Celebrates valentines day

curatorial strategy

pink love

E4

PA

PB

Poetry from WWII - A soldier's
letters to his wife

Love padlocks on Pont des Arts

"Stealing Through My Heart"

River Seine

Stealing through my heartl feel a memory of you

Between Institut

Stealing through my dreamsl see the happiness we

de France And

knew Through my every slumberl see a moon

Palais du Louvre,

abovel hold you close and whisper

Paris,France

To you again of love
Gently through my earsl can hear you
breathe my name
The loneliness I fell goes onseeping through
my brain
But though we are apartl will remember you
For you seem to keep on stealing through my
heart
Stealing through my heart

check out methods

check out in store

APP

Exhibits (musuem label, no price) Products (price tag)

vending machine

online delivery

vistor guide = sales man

VS
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design progress
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previous experimental idea

480MM

100MM

new structure becomes the support for exhibits and products
parasitic structure attached to the original architecture

E4
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DESIGN LIGIC SYSTEM
parasitic structure system

RESPECT THE ICONIC ARCHITECTURE
PARASITIC STRUCTURE CORRESPOND TO THE ORIGINAL ARCHITECTURE

size
1”

CREATE AN INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM
NEW STRUCTURE ALSO BECOMES THE SUPPORT FOR EXHIBITS AND PRODUCTS

2”

Logic
small —— medium——big——medium——small

Aluminum alloy cover, hidden
Cover glass fixing structure

191

height

Open glass column (bottom)

Metal bolts, vertically be inserted into the base
Glass column, fixed glass column and base

Metal connector for securing multiple connection

14

low —— medium——high——medium——low

10

Logic

between glass columns,
to avoid excessive construction labor (flexible layout)

distance

Two type of metal base,
One’s screw is fixed to the ground, the other is screw
to the connector.
To avoid destroy the construction surface by only screw

8”

four points

1’

Advantages: flexible installation, avoiding the construction
Destruction, high stability

2’

Logic
short —— medium——long——medium——long
31
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final design strategy
Due to the safety and disable people issue, the acrylic rods are not safe enough and access easily. The rods
design is changed to the ground lighting system ( there is no volume in the air ) so that the audience could
follow the circulation and there would be nice effect during the night time.
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Pa

M4.2

E3.1

check out
point1

3.1M

Pa

M4.3

M4.1

M4.4
E4

check out
point2

E3.2
3.2M

E3.3
3.3M

Pb

storage

2.1M

E2.1

storage

MEN
MEN

WOMEN

E1.2 1.2M

KITCHEN/STORAGE

SERVICE

BAR

LOUNGE AREA
ELEL 32'-0"

E1.1

1.1M

info window

N
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showcase and floor lighting details
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Axon diagram

model photos
RED HEART AREA

E1.1 M1.1
E1.2 M1.2

E3.2
M3.2

E2.1

E3.3

M2.1

M3.3
E3.1
M3.1

E4
M4.3
M4.4
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M4.2
M4.1
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model photos

model photos

INFORMATION DESK

SITE MODEL
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renderings
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